A dream is consummated
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A dream is consummated. We have a journal of high scientific value and addressing issues of surgery and cosmiatry which are controversial and complex areas, but belonging to our specialty.

Those engaged in the surgery and cosmiatry know the prejudices and difficulties faced so far. However, there is a consensus that these are areas of Dermatology expertise and must be occupied with science and special skill.

The Brazilian dermatologist stands out in the international arena both in surgery and cosmiatry areas, thus it is more than appropriate that this professional should have a vehicle of publication.

The magazine is complete with research, reviewing and continuing medical education articles and specials (“As I Do” section). Its major mission is to impart the ability of Brazilian dermatologists to publish what it has already been doing in practice.

We all know about our creativity and ability to work, and now it will be documented and transmitted to other people through the index. We claim for some cooperation through articles and suggestions. This is another step that the Brazilian Society of Dermatology takes in order to its consolidation as one of the most serious and important companies in the world.